It has been shown by one of the authors that the system of idempotents of monoids on a group G of Lie type with Dynkin diagram T can be classified by the following data: a partially ordered set 2/ with maximum element 1 and a map A: ^ -> 2 r with A(l) = V and with the property that for all J\, J 2 , J} €%f with J\ < J 2 < J3, any connected component of X(J 2 ) is contained in either X(J\) or A(J$). In this paper we show that X comes from a regular monoid if and only if the following conditions are satisfied:
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M. K. Augustine and Mohan S. Putcha [2] Weyl groups related to root systems. The possible connected Coxeter graphs are then B n or C n :
These graphs are closely related to the Dynkin diagrams of root systems.
use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700031748 [3] Maps into Dynkin diagrams arising from regular monoids 315
Let W be a Coxeter group, a eW. Then a -6\ • • • 6 k for some 6\,...,6 k € F. If k is minimal, then the length l(a) is denned to be k. Coxeter groups are characterized by Matsumoto's exchange condition [8, Theorem 4.4] . Define A to be transitive if < is transitive on W(X). Define X to be regular if (W(X), <) is a A-semilattice. Then it can be seen [5] that X is transitive if and only if for all J\,Ji,Ji^^ with J\ > J 2 > J3, any connected component of X(J 2 ) is contained in either X(J\) or X(J^). The main goal of this paper is to obtain a similarly usable characterization of regularity.
THEOREM (Exchange condition
)
If / c T, let W, = (I)
Before proceeding, we explain the motivation for the above considerations. The basic motivation comes from the theory of linear algebraic monoids ( [3] , [4] , [6] , [7] ). It has been shown by L. Renner and one of the authors [8] that for a connected regular linear algebraic monoid M with zero, the system of idempotents (biordered set in the sense of Nambooripad [2] ) is determined by a 'type map' X from the finite lattice ^ of principal ideals of M into 2 r , where T is the Dynkin diagram of the group of units of M. One of the authors [5] considered the more general situation of monoids on a group G with a JJA'-pair. Again the system of idempotents is characterized by a type map X: % -• 2 r . Moreover it was shown in [5] that an abstract map X: % -> 2 r arises if and only if it is transitive. It was further shown in [5] , that X comes from a regular monoid on G if and only if X is regular. For monoids M on a group G of Lie type, the partially ordered ser W(X) is isomorphic to the partially ordered set of 'diagonal idempotents' of M. We illustrate with an example. Let G = GL (4, F) where F is a field. Then one monoid on G is ^(F), the monoid of all 4 x 4 matrices over F. In this case the Weyl group of G is the group ^4 of all 4 x 4 permutation matrices and F use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700031748 [4] can be chosen to be The corresponding regular map X: % -> 2 r is given by k{e) = {0 e T\e6 -6e}, for all e € ^. Thus A(7) = T, Afo) = {0 2 ,0 3 }, A(«j) = {6>!,6> 3 }, A(e 3 ) = {0!, 0 2 } and A(0) = T. The lattice W{X) is a sixteen element Boolean lattice isomorphic to the lattice of diagonal idempotents of Jt^(F).
We now fix a Coxeter group W = W(T). Before stating the main theorem, we prove some lemmas. Since a\ does not appear in the left side of (1), we see that a\ does not appear in uv = ~a'. Hence o\ = a, and o\duo\V = duv. So aidu = Bua\\ and hence ua\ = 6o\du. Since 0 does not appear in uo\, we see by the exchange condition that 6a\6u = O\U. So 0<Ti0 = a\ and 6o\ -a x 6. This completes the proof. Since 0 ^ A(7), 0 e A(7,). So (J, Wj) > (J u Wj,), (7, Wjd) > (J u Wj,). SO (/,, Wj,a) > (Ju Wj,) whereby Wj,a = Wj,. Let 7 2 e ^ with 0 € A(7 2 ). Then (7, Wj) > (J 2 ,Wj 2 ) and (7, Wj6) > (7 2 , WO-,). So (/,, Wj,) > (J 2 , W J2 ) and hence J x > 7 2 . This proves (iii).
Finally we prove (iv). We can assume that X <£ X(J X ), X £ A(7 2 ). So X = {0,7r} with n e A(7i)\A(7 2 ) 0 € A(7 2 )\A(7i), 07t = nd. Let 7 = max{7 3 |7 3 < use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700031748 [6] 
.,ojt G X(J).
This proves (4 By (5), (6) and (7), it is clear that without loss of generality we can assume that / 3 = J 4 . If A: ^ -* 2 r , X C T, then let k x : % -• 2 X where for / G ^, A x (7) = COROLARY 2. Le< % be a partially ordered set with a maximum element [8] regular) if and only if kx is transitive (respectively regular) for all rank < 2 subgraphs X ofT.
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